Your fleet at your fingertips
Ground Traffic Control will provide your organization with the most accessible real-time picture of its fleet operations. With an unlimited number of users and 24/7 access from any computer, tablet, or smartphone with a web browser, Ground Traffic Control is the most robust web portal package on the market. All this power for tracking, reporting, and easy exporting of fleet data is included with your Zonar service.

Immediate action
Ground Traffic Control turns your fleet vehicle data into readable, actionable information. Real-time exception-based reports easily and quickly improve performance, asset utilization, communications, regulatory compliance and safety.

Diagnostics Reporting
Early warning of diagnostics events improves preventative maintenance and on-road performance.

• Fault codes can be read remotely by fleet operations at the same time the driver sees the indicator lamp to streamline and improve maintenance.
• Receive text and email alerts for low tire pressure or view reports in Ground Traffic Control by integrating data from Continental’s ContiPressureCheck™ tire pressure monitoring system.

ContiPressureCheck™
The tire pressure monitoring system
Continuous tire pressure monitoring drives down overall operating costs:
› Lower fuel consumption
› Reduced risk of tire-related breakdowns
› Extended tire life